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SDS7 crowns royalty
Supreme Drag Superstar returns in style for the seventh year in a row

Take Back
the Night
Victoria Thomas
Contributor

The drag king and drag queen winners of Supreme Drag Superstar 7, Michael Bute (left) and Stella Vanilla (right), along with Austin Watson, pose before the show begins.
Celina Tebor/The USD Vista

Celina Tebor
Feature Editor
Almost every seat in Shiley
Theatre was filled. Tickets had sold
out In a day and a half. Hundreds
of Toreros gathered Thursday, April
11 to witness a night of singing,
dancing, and performing. This was
nota University of San Diego theater
production, however.This was USD's
Celebration of Gender Expression:
Supreme Drag Superstar 7.
The show featured four drag
kings and four drag queens who
each performed in Shiley Theatre
in hopes of becoming the seventh
Supreme Drag Superstar. Drag
queens and kings were judged
on creativity, talent, nerve, and
charisma. The show featured
speakers, such as professors Martin
Repinecz, Ph.D. and Greg Prieto,
Ph.D. as well as Transgender Youth
Services Navigator, a.t. furuya, the
fifth person in the United States
to legally change their gender to

nonbinary.
Junior Madeline Neubert was
one of many students who attended
the event in anticipation of seeing
the featured speakers at the show.
Neubert is a fan of the reality TV
show RuPaul's Drag Race, which
inspired her to see the show at USD.
"I started watching (RuPaul's
Drag Race) when I was in Europe
because it was on Netflix and was
always recommended to me, and
it's a big thing over there," Neubert
said. "And I really like the makeup
part of it, because I think it's crazy
how they can completely transform
themselves and have two different
personas."
Although
Neubert
was
interested in attending the event
because of her interest in RuPaul's
Drag Race, she acknowledged that
drag has important implications
within USD's culture.
"I definitely think it's important
that we're allowed to put these
types of events on, because I know
that it's been controversial, and

Drag queens and kings strut toward Shiley Theatre before their perfomances.
Celina Tebor/The USD Vista

lot more since I've grown up. I've

it's important that it's actually
being able to be done," Neubert
said. "I think it's different, and not
something most campuses have
and not something most college
students are exposed to. I think it's
important that we give people the
opportunity to check it out if they
want to come, and if they don't want
to, they don't have to either. But
they can just know that it's going on
and that it's an opportunity to learn
about a different culture that not
everyone is familiar about."
PRIDE has been preparing for
the Supreme Drag Superstar since
last semester, and the show is one
of the organization's most popular
events on campus. Supreme-Drag
Superstar 7 not only takes months to
prepare, but can also be expensive
for some of the performers.
Senior
Benn
Joyce,
who
performed as drag queen Brennda
Joyy, confided that he had easily
spent over $600 on his outfit for the
performance.
"(The show) was something I
was really excited about and been
wanting to do for a few years,"
Joyce said. "But drag was expensive,
so I wasn't ready, financially and
emotionally, to become a part of it.
A lot of drag is about being polished,
so it is expensive. Not everyone is
able to do it."
Joyce has enjoyed drag since
before he knew about USD's
celebration of it, but only decided
to join PRIDE and participate in the
show his senior year.
"I've just loved drag since high
school, really," Joyce said. "The show
RuPaul's Drag Race taught me about
the culture and I've investigated it a

actually only been a part of PRIDE
for one semester, just because I
needed my own time to figure
things out."
Drag is an expression of
performing arts in what some
might say is its most extreme form,
something Joyce loves about the
culture of drag.
"I just think it's so fun," Joyce
said. "It's so, 'Why not?' You know?
I just love the Showmanship of it. I
did theater in high school, so I like
drama. And drag is just drama, on
top of drama, on top of drama. It's
funny, it's crazy, it's confusing at
times, but overall, it's a learning
experience, definitely."
Although Joyce enjoys drag
for its dramatic flair, he also
acknowledged how politics play
a big role in the event and in drag
culture.
"Politics is always very polarizing,
so being able to come to an event
like this, where people are just able
to support each other and have
fun (is amazing)," Joyce said. "And
no one is going to come into the
show to yell and scream in protest.
And if they do, that's their choice,
but they're going to get escorted
out immediately. It's maybe not the
smartest decision. I definitely think
it's relevant and important to have
this show, especially now in this
political climate."
Joyce works three different
jobs on campus, including being a
Residential Assistant (RA). As a face
that dozens of Toreros see daily,
it was difficult for him to want to
perform at first.

See SDS7, Page 8

Protesters chanted as they
walked the streets of the University
of San Diego, bathed in the light
from the Public Safety squad
cars escorting them. Emotions
escalated with every chant and
tears were shpd by both speakers
and attendees. They discussed the
real and important topic of sexual
violence across college campuses
and within the greater San Diego
community during Take Back the
Night.
It was an event that loudly
vocalized
discomfort
and
unhappiness with the current
climate and treatment toward
victims of sexual harassment and
assault.
Amanda Luckett, prevention
and education coordinator at the
USD Women's Center, was standing
among
the
Campus
Assault
Resources and Education (CARE)
advocates, passing out flyers with
campus resources to aid those
affected by harassment and assault.
"The largest point of tonight is
standing in solidarity with survivors,"
Luckett said. "We're learning. We're
here. And we believe you. There are
people out here who care about
you as an individual and on a larger
level."
Celebrating
40
years
of
existence, Take Back the Night
is an event held annually across
the nation to take a stand against
sexual violence in the United States,
especially on college campuses.
This event began in the late 1970s
in San Francisco, taking inspiration
from the sexual violence protests
in England that preceded it. Just
like the men and women before
them, USD's community took to the
streets.
"Survivors unite to take back the
night!" filled the streets as the crowd
was escorted through their route
with the support of Public Safety.
•Senior Elaine^elna was excited

See Sexual Assault, Page 2

Harris stood with sexual assault victims.
Cyrus Lange/The USD Vista
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Forty years of fighting back
Annual Take Back the Night event stands against sexual assault violence at USD

Sexual Assault from Page 1
about the support from a wide
variety of individuals, including
President James T. Harris III.
"Having
President
Harris
walking right there in front of me
— in front of everyone — was really
cool," Selna said. "It was great to see
someone in a position of power in
the university hearing our voices
and walking with us in solidarity."
The event started in front of the
Student Life Pavilion (SLP), where
people gathered to craft signs for
the march and listen to the first
speaker of the night.
With the #MeToo and Time's
Up movement, sexual assault has
become a more prominent topic of
discussion in society. Looking back
from the front of the protest line,
there were large groups of people
from all demographics going
forward and speaking out for a
better future.
Luckett was ecstatic to see the
large turnout.
"This is my first Take Back
the Night ever, and I asked my
supervisor, 'Erin how do we know
people will come?' and she said,
'Trust me...people will come,"'
Luckett said. "This is an incredible
time to be part of the community."

The community gathered around the Garden of the Sea reflection pool during a candlelit vigil to show support for sexual assault victims.

strength. (As a policy of The USD
Vista, this publication does not
identify victims of sexual assault.)
She stated that for a long time
she felt ashamed and uncomfortable
coming forward, but with the help

"We're learning. We're here. And we believe you.
There are people out here who care about you as an
individual and on a larger level."

-Amanda Luckett
The first speaker of the night,
a member of the San Diego
community, bravely told the story
of her sexual assault while audience
members offered their support and
solidarity. They stayed quiet while
she told her story, and clapped
at the end, thanking her for her

and support of her community and
family, she finally began to open
up. Her story served as a reminder
that sexual violence can happen by
anyone to anyone, but offered hope
to those who fear they may never
be able to open up and feel better
again.

This was followed
by a
performance from the Founders
Chapel Choir (FCC) with the song
"Praying" by Kesha. The singers
shared their emotions with the
audience when one singer stepped
offstage in tears while being held
closely by one of her fellow singers.
The atmosphere was filled with
respect, support, and love for the
brave people who stepped forward.
Those in attendance were then
gathered to begin the main event:
the march across campus.
As they marched through the
SLP, heads turned from all directions
and people who had not initially
joined the group began to chant
along, with some picking up their
things to join in the protest.
The route tookthem throughout
campus, down the steps by the
Valley soccer field, back up and
around and through Colachis Plaza,

Students and faculty marched the streets of USD chanting "survivors unite to take back the night
Cyrus Lange/The USD Vista
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and finally ended behind the Kroc
Institute of Peace and Justice (KIPJ)
at the Garden of the Sea. A candlelit
vigil was held in silence of all the
survivors and the lives lost to sexual
violence.
Sophomore Skylar Robinson
discussed the personal impact of
this shared moment.
"My favorite part of the night

Cyrus Lange/The LISD Vista

gathered around to listen to her
speech and stand in solidarity with
her.
"Hearing (the second speaker's)
story was very powerful for me,"
Selna said. "Seeing her family, and
her dad kissing her brother on the
cheek, the support from her family
after it had all happened, was
wonderful. It was important for me

"My favorite part of the night was lighting the candles
and saying a prayer for those lost. Emotionally, it was
very humbling and served as a reminder to never
forget."
-Skylar Robinson
was lighting the candles and saying
a prayer for those lost," Robinson
said. "Emotionally, it was very
humbling and served as a reminder
to never forget."
After the prayer, the marchers
gathered to hear from the second
speaker, a member of the USD
community personally affected
by sexual violence. She shared the
story of her traumatic night on
campus and the ensuing struggle
that it brought her.
"All rape is severe," the second
speaker reminded the public, her
emotional words penetrating the
air.
Those watching and listening
with bated breath felt the heavy
weight and importance of her
words; among them was Selna. She
watched as the speaker's family
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to see how she could open up to us
on something that happened on
our own campus."
The speaker's story was followed
by a reminder from the faculty
regarding on-campus resources,
as well as within the San Diego
community, to aid those struggling.
The night closed with a reminder of
why everyone was gathered there.
The month of April is Sexual
Assault and Harassment Awareness
month, but the event served as a
reminder of the struggles people
might face and continued to foster
an environment where conversation
is open and encouraged. Take Back
the Night is an annual event to
continue the push toward a better
community where men, women,
and everyone else walking the
streets can feel safe.
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Rollback of emissions standards
Scott Pruitt announces plan to revoke the auto-emissions reduction target
Glenn McDonell
Contributor
Earlier
this
month,
Environmental
Protection
Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt
announced a plan to revoke the
auto-emissions reduction target put
in place during Obama's presidency.
This required the entire fleet of cars
and light trucks produced in the
year 2025 to average at least 50
miles per gallon.
Dr. Michael Boudrias, who
teaches
environmental
studies
and has specialized in topics
surrounding climate change, said
that the EPA's reasoning behind the
announced rollback lacks support
from the scientific community.
"The regulations put in place
under Obama were backed by over
1,200 pages of scientific, technical,
and economic analysis which
outlines oil and gas costs and how
carbon dioxide is going to affect the
environment," Boudrias said. "This
new plan to remove these standards
is 37 pages long and consisted
of information largely from car
manufacturers."
Dr. Boudrias stated that this
contrast is telling.
"It says a lot about how
decisions are being made," Boudrias
said. "They're no longer based in
science and technology, but instead
on what the industry says can't be
done."
Junior and Environmental and
Ocean Sciences major Zoe Virta
took a class on environmental issues
with Dr. Boudrias and is concerned
about the path the EPA is taking
under Pruitt.

"As industry and technology
expands we're going to see more
and more biohazards develop,
which is why it's really important to
have a strong EPA," Virta said. "This
is especially true on the issue of
regulating carbon dioxide emissions
because of the long-term impact on
the atmosphere."
Stepping back from this target
will result in substantial changes in
the current trajectory of emissions
reductions in the U.S. According to
a statement in The Washington Post
from Dan Becker of the Safe Climate
Campaign, retaining the Obama
rule would cut carbon dioxide
emissions by six billion tons and
save 12 billion barrels of oil over the
lifetime of vehicles complying with
these standards.
Virta pointed out that stepping
back from a commitment to make
these large-scale reductions will
diminish the progress made by
other nations and will threaten the
global outlook on climate change.
"We're such a large country
that if we choose not to act, we
will effectively be ruining other
countries' attempts to reduce
the amount of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere," Virta said.
"Scientists aren't arguing about
the fact that carbon dioxide levels
are accelerating greenhouse gas
cycles and causing average global
temperatures to rise."
Virta studied the environmental
impacts of greenhouse gases in
many of her classes and said that
auto emissions are a major topic of
discussion.
"If you're talking about factory
farming you have to consider not

only the emissions on the farm but
also the emissions from the delivery
trucks," Virta said. "Emissions from
cars are constantly the 'catch-22."
Data released in March by
the
U.S.
Energy
Information
Administration
indicated
that
the transportation sector is now
responsible for 28 percent of total
emissions, surpassing power plants
to become the largest source of
greenhouse gases.
Dr. Boudrias stated this issue is
of particular importance locally.
"In places like L.A. and even
San Diego, just about everybody
drives," Boudrias said. "The latest
data shows that emissions from cars
and trucks in Southern California is
hovering around 45 or 47 percent."
Junior and Marine Ecology
major Grace Cawley studied how
carbon emissions lead to melting
ice caps and sea level changes in
Dr. Boudrias' environmental issues
class.
"It's going to affect biospheres,"
Cawley said. "If we continue to
change the pattern of how the
earth is warmed things are going to
drastically change and we're already
seeing that."
According to a study conducted
by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, emissions
will need to decline by more than
five percent a year in order for
the planet to maintain a 50/50
chance at preventing average
global temperature rise above the
widely accepted two degree Celsius
threshold.
Cawley feels that the tendency
of politicians to focus only on shortterm wins poses a considerable

threat to the chances of meaningful
progress on climate change.
"Politicians don't see their lack
of action as having any sort of
short-term impact," Cawley said.
"They find it easy to deny the facts
whenever it's convenient for them."
Pruitt's rollback has come
in part as a result of lobbying
efforts from the auto industry.
In February, the Alliance of
Automobile Manufacturers, which
includes General Motors and Toyota
among others, petitioned the EPA
to withdraw the 2025 standard,
according to The New York Times.
They claim that costs associated
with fuel-efficient technologies
will drive up the price for cars as
Obama's 2025 deadline approaches.
Dr. Boudrias said that these
concerns are inconsistent with the
long term outlook.
"The argument that (the existing
regulations) are not good for the
manufacturers is false," Boudrias
said. "Fuel-efficient
technology
has advantages to the consumer
and the producer because these
innovations will mean people will
spend less on gas while the industry
becomes more competitive."
While the national standards
may have changed, California retains
authority under a special provision
of the Clean Air Act to seek a waiver
to enforce stricter standards and
limits on emissions. State officials
have threatened to sue the EPA if
the waiver is revoked and the state
is blocked from imposing stricter
targets.
Dr. Andrew Tirrell, who teaches
classes on environmental politics
and international environmental

governance, said that it will be
difficult to predict the outcome of
the conflict between the state and
federal authorities.
"We've never had an EPA
trying to undermine the very same
environmental protections which
Congress created the agency to
promote and enforce," Tirrell said.
"We're in uncharted territory now."
Cawley, who attended the
March for Science and other
demonstrations in the past, said
environmental activism is especially
important in the midst of this
political battle.
"It's so hard to stress that
even the small things can make a
difference," Cawley said. "Call your
senator or your representative and
tell them that they need to take
action."
Dr. Tirrell encouraged students
who feel strongly about these issues
and want to make a difference to
become politically active in other
vyays.
"The biggest thing you can
do is vote," Tirrell said.
"Aside
from that, there are a lot of
nonpartisan organizations such as
the Environmental Motor Project
pushing for candidates who want to
help the environment."
Just last week, 14 states, led by
New York and including California,
filed suits accusing the EPA of failing
to effectively regulate methane
emissions from the oil and gas
industries, as is required under the
Clean Air Act. Should the agency
attempt to revoke California's ability
to set its own standards, it seems
likely that political battles like these
will only intensify.
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OPINION
Info breach is only a click away
Increased awareness regarding social media platforms that track users' data

Taryn Beaufort
Opinion Editor
Like most people, University
of San Diego students may be
accustomed to integrating social
media applications — such as
Facebook, Instagram, or Snapchat
— into their everyday lives.
However, the popular use of such
platforms does not come without
consequences.
Susannah Stern, professor
of the Communication Studies
department,
noticed
many
potential apprehensions of social
media tracking. She also discusses
this topic in her Digital Self class.
"The option of having your
privacy maintained is gone
essentially," Stern said. "And to me
that is what the concern is, that
we give up privacy and see no
alternative. And that companies
take advantage of that situation
in ways that serve them, but could
ultimately harm us."
Stern commented on why
companies' abilities to collect data
on users is worrisome.
"In the abstract that we give up
our privacy and someone knows
things about us, most people —
especially young people — don't
care a lot," Stern said. "But there
is a point at which some of that

information and much of that
information being captured could
be used against people in ways
they don't anticipate. That's where
it gets really frightening, kind of, in
the long term."
This
past
week
Mark
Zuckerberg,
co-founder
of
Facebook, testified in front of
Congress regarding the sharing of
Facebook data with third parties
by Cambridge Analytica, a political
consulting firm. The Cambridge
Analytica scandal draws attention
to how Facebook has built a
profitable empire by collecting
consumers' data and observing
their online behavior.
Although Stern acknowledged
she isn't privy to Zuckerberg's
personal story with Facebook
beyond seeing the movie, she
believes Facebook always had the
ability to track users.
"I think Facebook has been
designed from the get-go with
this two sidedness," Stern said.
"An iceberg is a good analogy for
it. There is the outward-facing
platform, which is Facebook as we
know it as users. But then there is
this back side where information
would be gathered as a way to
then advertise to those very same
people. I don't think it was ever
conceived of (as) one thing and
now it is something else."

Senior
Kaitlyn Kirkegaard
echoed Stern's sentiment that
Facebook serves as more than just
a platform to connect with friends.
"As users, we see these sites as a
way to connect and communicate
with our friends, but companies
see it differently — as a way to
gather our information,"Kirkegaard
said. "I think it is unfortunate, but
I can see both sides. I see how
beneficial it is for companies to
reach people through this site
and how great of use it can be to
gather information that is tracked
from there. Unfortunately since
this (Facebook) is a free site, giving
up some of our privacy is just a
price we pay, and I can't imagine it
working another way."
However,
senior
Monica
Grueinger believes that Facebook's
use has shifted over time.
"To my knowledge, Facebook
started as a social networking
site for college students to
connect with one another, but
like most companies it had
to evolve," Grueinger said* "It
is now more of a platform for
all businesses to connect and
maintain relationships with their
users and customers. Facebook
allows for companies to really
expand their audience and reach
others who would have never had
the opportunity of receiving this

O

information or knowledge had it
not been for social media."
Stern addressed one of the key
issues that stands out to her when
it comes to social media tracking.
"Fundamentally the problem
I see, and others have pointed
out, is that it's very hard now to
participate in this social sphere
without having our interactions
monetized," Stern said. "We could
say, and many people do, 'If it
bothers you that your information
is tracked, used, or sold then just
don't do it.' But, I think that the
companies have become so big
and their products and platforms
have become so widespread
that it's for most people virtually
impossible not to participate in
them if they want to participate in
the public sphere."
Kirkegaard noted that while
the process of social media
tracking is currently frowned
upon, the companies may not
always be at fault.
"I think we release our rights
when we sign the Terms and
Agreements when we create the
account," Kirkegaard said. "Most
users don't read through it, so we
don't always know what we are
getting ourselves into. I opt to just
post less and use it less so that
there is less information to hack.
However, that is just my personal

approach."
In
contrast,
Grueinger
commented on what she's willing
to give up for free access to social
media.
"It's frustrating to have to
compromise some of our privacy,
but sometimes, it's worth it,"
Grueinger said.
Grueinger doesn't think all
social media tracking has negative
consequences.
"I actually
think
digital
tracking can be a really good
thing," Grueinger said. "Especially
with apps like wellness tracking
apps. It helps me keep up with
my workouts — like if you were
training for a marathon it's nice to
be able to know the distance you
run each time."
With society moving toward
a more digital world the idea
of users' online activities being
tracked may be troubling. Social
media companies have started
to catch on to the advantages of
monitoring data created by their
users. Some of this information
may be used for the benefit of
the users while other information
could be used in unpredictable
ways.
Whatever
information
students decide to store on their
accounts, they should be wary of
the potential implications.
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Coachella's vibing with style
The annual desert music festival has curated its own dress code over the years
Taryn Beaufort
Opinion Editor
Girls dressed in crocheted crop
tops, cut-off jean shorts, bandanas,
and body tattoos for days flooded
the fields of the Empire Polo Club.
A flower crown Instagrammed in
front of the iconic ferris wheel.
Boys, on the other hand, dressed
in sports jerseys or muscle tanks
paired with a bandana around the
neck. Over the years Coachella,
like many other music festivals,
has earned a dress code of its own.
University of
San
Diego
students, along with many other
festivalgoers,
start
planning
weeks in advance what their top
three outfit choices will be for the
annual music festival. This year's
Coachella fashion scene contained
some visual outfits. Girls were seen
donning thong bikini bottoms
accompanied by fishnet dresses as
cover-ups with black double-belts.
While this trend made its mark at
the festival — only a select few
may be able to pull it off.
Senior Will Knopka offered his
perspective on Coachella's street
style.

was just wearing bikini bottoms
and pasties. That was it. It was
something else."
Knopka wasn't the only one to
see a crazy outfit. Senior Gabby
Schram commented on some
of the outfits she saw this past
weekend.
"I saw a few girls with mesh
tops, but with nothing underneath
or just wearing rhinestones instead
of a bra," Schram said. "But for the
most part I saw the majority of girls
wearing two-piece outfits, sheer
mid-length dresses, bralettes, long
sheer kimonos, and long skirts.
The guys for the most part just
wear a lot of jerseys, tank tops and
button-down shirts."
During her own Coachella
experience, sophomore Olivia
Quinn noticed the difference in
fashion styles between men and
women.
"A lot of boys were dressed
poorly; like in patterned shorts and
tank tops," Quinn said. "Girls went
above and beyond on their outfits
— sheer tops and dresses, colorful
wigs, and headpieces. And having
a Camelbak water backpacker was
definitely an outfit essential for
the majority of people."

we saw some girl walking out, and she was just
wearing bikini bottoms and pasties. That was it. It
was something else."
-Will Knopka
"I think it's funny," Knopka said.
"Personally, I don't see why people
wear something so uncomfortable
all day in the desert heat, but it
makes for great people watching.
If that's what they want to do then
go for it; it doesn't bother me."
After attending Coachella this
past weekend, Knopka observed
crowds of people in extravagant
outfits — but one stood out in
particular.
"Everywhere
you
look
somebody is wearing something
that blows the next person out of
the water," Knopka said."I think the
craziest one though, was coming
in on Saturday morning we saw
some girl walking out, and she

Schram decided to stray away
from the mesh tops and wear
more conservative outfits for her
Coachella experience — which
doesn't always come cheap.
"I used a few staple pieces I
had in my closet, but I think in
total it was around $90 per outfit,"
Schram said. "However, I think on
average people would spend $70
to $250 on an outfit depending on
what they were wearing."
A common phrase that can be
heard among Toreros is "Do it for
the Insta," and Knopka believes
that may be one of the reasons for
the outfits worn at the festival.
"I would bet the majority of
the people that wear the most

Photo courtesy of Tiffany Tran

Tia Phillipart and her friends decided to dress up in rhinestone themed outfits for day two of the desert festival.
Photo courtesy of Tia Phillipart

extravagant outfits do it for the
Instragram to be seen or just
say that they are at Coachella,"
Knopka said. "It has become such
a big thing to say that you're
there, especially all the celebrities
coming and doing the same thing.
So I think it is definitely for the
pictures."
Schram agreed that Instagram
and pictures play a large role in the
highly emphasized fashion scene.
"I think Instagram has really
highlighted the outfits and style,"
Schram said. "Especially because
a lot of individuals involved with
fashion attend Coachella. I think
it gives people the opportunity
to be expressive through what
they're wearing."
Schram offered her belief
as to why there has been such
an emphasis on the outfits at
Coachella.
"I think people feel the need
to have a certain style and put
so much effort into their outfits
because I think it has become a
norm to have cute festival-wear
there," Schram said.
Although junior Delilah Bishop
has never been to Coachella,
she is familiar with the so-called
Coachella "dress code."
"When
Coachella
comes
around, my feed bursts with ads
for Coachella-based clothing, DIY

Photo courtesy of Tyler Yard

(do it yourself) hairstyles, and
outfit inspo for the weekend,"
Bishop said. "Usually the outfits
they advertise are very whimsical,
high fashion, and a mixture of
styles."
Bishop noted that each year
the festival's dress code seems to
highlight a new fashion trend.
"Recently, a lot of the DIY
hairstyles incorporate lots of glitter
and braided styles," Bishop said.
"Space buns and galaxy-inspired
clothing seem in right now. Shiny
fabrics, high-waisted shorts, and
crop tops are everywhere."
Coachella is primarily known,
for the prestigious lineup of artists
and the trendy atmosphere it
curates on the lone polo field
in the middle of the desert.
However, Bishop believes it is this

much money to go to Coachella
as others do, I would be focusing
on the artists and brushing up
on their songs. While I would also
want to look good, I would really
think about what's comfortable
(rather) than what everyone else
will be wearing."
Bishop
noted
how even
though fashionable style plays a
big role in Coachella's appeal — it
is not the only thing.
"The style hype isn't the point
of the festival," Bishop said. "I
feel like while people have been
focusing more on style and getting
great pictures, I think everyone
is still in it for the music. The first
thing people talk about when
Coachella is announced is the
artist line-up and if their favorite
performers are on the list."

"I saw a few girls with mesh tops with nothing
underneath or just wearing rhinestones instead of a
bra."
-Gabby Schram
atmosphere that causes such a
focus on outfits.
"I've heard of festival attendees
planning months ahead, shopping
for trendy outfits, practicing their
make-up, and working out to
be in the best possible shape,"
Bishop said. "If I were to spend as

Like it has in the past years,
Coachella's style will continue to
evolve as fashion trends come and
go. It is difficult to say what the
future will hold, but if it is anything
like what was witnessed at this
year's Coachella Weekend One
Toreros should be prepared.

Photo courtesy of Camille Hayward

Photo courtesy of Gabby Schram
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Your Voice Has Power
Sexual Assault Awareness Week
College women are three times more likely to be sexually assaulted than women not in college, according to the Rape,
Abuse, and Incest National Network (RAINN). Among undergraduate students, 23.1 percent of females and 5.4 percent
of males experience rape or sexual assault through physical force, violence, or incapacitation. This issue is not something
that can be seen with the naked eye — often it's invisible, with victims too afraid to speak out about their experiences.
Sexual Assault Awareness Week, April 2-13, was a time to support survivors in the University of San Diego community and
come together to break the silence surrounding the issue of sexual violence. Through a host of different events, the USD
community worked together to diminish the stigma around sexual assault on college campuses.

The Clothesline Project

-This is a

Campus
Resources

This project reminded people of the real
meaning of violence statistics that are
often ignored. Originating in Hyannis,
Massachusetts in 1990, the project came
to light when a member of the Cape Cod's
Women's Defense Agenda learned that at
the same time 58,000 soldiers were killed in
the Vietnam War, 51,000 U.S. women were
killed by the men who claimed to love them.
The Clothesline Project provides evidence
that incest, domestic violence, and sexual
violence exist in communities.
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The concept of My Story is simple: members of the USD
community stand in front of the audience and tell their
stories, sometimes in addition to showing photos. The
storytellers speak of adversities they have faced and
how they overcame them, often revealing vulnerable
or sensitive information about themselves that many
people do not know. This event helps students practice
empathy and community building.

PRIDE
Rainbow Educators
United Front Multicultural
Center
Counseling Center
University Ministry
Women s Center

PRIDE'S Celebration
of Gender Expression:
Supreme Drag Superstar 7

Campus Assault Resources

& Education (CARE)

Take Back the Night
Take Back the Night is an event held
annually across the nation to take a stand
against sexual violence in the United States,
especially on college campuses. This year
was its 40th anniversary. It began in the late
1970s in San Francisco and took inspiration
from the sexual violence protests in
England. (Read more on page 1 and 2.)

|
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Supreme Drag Superstar is a yearly event that PRIDE
hosts. Members of the USD community transform
into drag queens or kings in a dismantling of
stereotypical, binary gender roles in society. Despite
the fun, glamorous performances, speakers, and
presentations focused on serious topics, such as the
difficulties of coming out, protection of transgender
youth, and sexual assault awareness.
(Read more on page 1 and 8.)

J Take Back he f
"Survivors unite to

take back the night!"

"Ask yourself ...whoare
you showing up for?'
furuy

- Let's hear it for progress-David Petruschin
Spread by Rita Srekais; Content by Celina Tebor, Photos courtesy of Celina Tebor, Cyrus Lange/The USD Vista
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Supreme Drag Superstar 7
PRIDE 'S annual

event showcased the glamour of drag culture while discussing social issues in society

SDS7 from Page 1
"You don't know how your
residents) feel about things,"
Joyce said. "And you don't want to
challenge them in a way that makes
them feel insulted as an RA, because
you're trying to be inclusive of all
people, including those who don't
agree with your own opinions. I was
definitely afraid to come and do
this show. But overall, I just have so
many supporting friends and family
members."
Joyce hopes that the audience
understood that although drag is an
important part of LGBTQ+ culture, it
is not exclusive.
"I don't think a lot of people
know a lot about drag," Joyce said.
"Maybe because there's a stigma
of, 'If they like drag, they might
be gay.' Which obviously isn't a
problem, but it's taboo in more of a
heterosexual, cisgender culture, and
this is to show that it doesn't have
to be that. Obviously the LGBTQIA+
community uses it as an outlet for
gender expression, but it doesn't
necessarily have to be exclusive of
other groups."
First-year Paulina Sierra, who
performed as drag king Rafael
LaBelle, noticed a startling lack of
drag kings in drag culture, despite
its purpose of being inclusive.
"I n society, people a re very a wa re
of RuPaul's Drag Race, but drag
kings aren't very elevated within
the community," Sierra said. "Which
is sort of interesting — people are
dressing up as an exaggerated
version of a gender, but there's still
an oddly misogynistic culture even
within the drag community."
Sierra further explained how
drag culture can have underlying
misogynistic tones.
"The point of drag is to make a
mockery of binary gender," Sierra
said. "In our misogynistic culture,
it's very easy to make fun of women.
And therefore, when a drag queen
goes up, people think it's funny
and think, 'Dressing like a woman
is funny.' And the people who don't
really get the very deep concept
of it can understand that, but
dressing like a man isn't funny. It's
empowering and almost a threat to
gender roles."
Sierra's drag king persona,
Rafael LaBelle, although not social-

justice motivated, still challenged
binary roles in society.
"I did want to create this human
embodiment of toxic masculinity,"
Sierra said. "That's what I wanted
to make fun of — this exaggerated
idea of toxic masculinity that is
expected of a lot of people. It
was really interesting to fuel this
persona. For the past couple of
weeks, I've been dressing a lot
more androgynous than I normally
do, because I'm normally a very
feminine person, so this has been a
very jarring experience."
Despite the many performances
and presentations that were focused
on sexual assault awareness week,
LGBTQ+ rights, and social justice,
Sierra believes the basic premise
and roots of the event are just as
important.
"The whole point of this
particular presentation of drag is
for love, and celebration," Sierra
said. "We really want to emphasize
that. Obviously there's a lot of
controversy on campus — a lot
of people who are upset that this
exists. To us, at the end of the day,
this is a celebration of love. And a
celebration of ourselves. And just to
say, 'This is who we are. This is what
we have to offer the world.'"
The Mistress of Ceremonies,
or emcee, was David Petruschin,
more commonly known as the drag
queen Raven. Petruschin made his
debut hit as Raven on season two of
the TV show RuPaul's Drag Race, and
has been a fan favorite ever since.
Petruschin balanced humorous
commentary and hard-hitting topics
such as the social implications of
drag and its importance to the
LGBTQ+ community, making the
audience chuckle at times and bow
their heads in somberness at others.
In a one-on-one interview, he
expressed how important drag was
for his personal development.
"I wish I didn't try to live my life
trying to have girlfriends, trying
to suppress who I was," Petruschin
said. "That's the ultimate goal — to
be at a point in life where someone
doesn't have to worry about what
someone's thinking about their
sexuality, what someone's thinking
about their gender, what someone's
thinking about their expression.
That someone doesn't have to worry

One of the drag queens gets ready for her dancing and lip syncing performance before Supreme Drag Superstar 7.
Celina Tebor/The USD Vista

about someone's opinion of them."
Every year at Supreme Drag
Superstar,
demonstrators
pray
outside of Shiley Theatre with
rosaries, in opposition of the drag
show. This year, a group of seven
clergy members stood outside of
Camino Hall praying the rosary.
A demonstrator, Allyson Smith,
explained why she was praying.
"We believe things are being
promoted and taughtonthiscampus
that are contrary to perennial
Catholic doctrine and that are
actually harmful to students," Smith
said. "For example, the existence of
the PRIDE club is something that is
harmful to students spiritually and

Brochures, stickers, and notepads presented outside of Shiley Theatre promoting Supreme Drag Superstar 7.
Celina Tebor/The USD Vista

us to have no rights, to go back to
emotionally and physically, because
the closet. And they need to be
it encourages lifestyles that have a
high rate of disease. And then as far ignored. So ignore them. And trust
me, I've seen many protesters. I pay
as the drag show goes, we feel that
no mind to those people."
that is against the celebration of
Despite some of the more
God's design for each human being
serious social connotations around
as a male or female. By promoting
drag culture, Petruschin loves the
the drag show, you're encouraging
glitz and glamour surrounding it.
people not to be satisfied with their
However, he does want people to
God-given genders."
realize the artistic side of it.
Smith went on to describe why
"(I want the audience) to
she does not approve of the show.
realize that this is performance art,"
"And there's actually an ugliness
Petruschin said. "It's not necessarily
about it, because I've attended it
in previous years," Smith said. "And the most beautiful thing some
people see. And for some people,
it's quite ugly to see a big tall man
it will be the most beautiful thing.
with an adam's apple, for example,
People need to realize that this is an
and with big calves, dressed up and
pretend he's a woman, and vice art form."
For the seventh year in a row,
versa for a woman. Small women,
trying to dress and act like men, Supreme Drag Superstar drew
the attention of many . Toreros
there's a certain ugliness about it
and community members. The
and it bespeaks of dissatisfaction
fun,
glamorous
performances
with the way that God created
were complemented, but not
males and females to be."
overshadowed by tones of serious
Petruschin gave advice as to
social topics such as sexual assault,
how he handles protesters and
finding one's identity, and LGBTQ+
demonstrators.
"I have been dealing with
rights.
Based on the standing ovations,
demonstrators since I went to my
cheers of the crowd, and the sheer
very first PRIDE," Petruschin said."It's
amount of Toreros in Shiley Theatre,
better to just ignore them. Literally,
it is safe to say that Supreme Drag
they're not going to make or break
your time. And if they were actually
Superstar 7 was anything but a drag.
part of the event, they would realize,
'Wow, this is actually a lot of fun.' But
Drag King runner up:
they're the ones standing outside
Lars Johnson
sweating, so I say, 'Who cares?' It's
better to just keep on going."
Petruschin further elaborated
Drag King winner:
on how the LGBTQ+ community has
Michael Bute
been affected by demonstrators,
and the best way to handle them.
"There are so many people in
Drag Queen winner:
the world now who want the LGBTQ
Stella Vanilla
community to suffer," Petruschin
said. "They want us killed, they want
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Toreros head to the desert
Coachella weekend one kicks off with The Weeknd, Beyonce, and Eminem headlining the festival

Beyonce shocks the crowd with a Destiny's Child reunion with Kelly Rowland and Michelle Williams, as well as appearances by Solange and Jay-Z.

Coachella.
The best moment of her
Coachella experience was walking
into the festival for the first time.
"I wanted to experience what
everyone talks about and be a part
of the festival,"Tchejeyan said.
Kicking off the weekend in
the newly remodeled Sahara Tent,
Whethan, an American DJ, brought
out the 11-year-old viral sensation
Mason Ramsay, aka "Yodel Boy." He
recently became internet famous
for yodeling in Walmart and the
crowd went crazy as "Yodel Boy"
sung his heart out.
As the sun set Friday night,
Kygo, a Norwegian DJ, took
the Coachella stage and gave a
magical performance.
Kygo surprised the crowd by
bringing out actor and singer,
Jamie Foxx, and member of One
Republic, Ryan Tener. Next up
on the Coachella Stage was SZA,
an American R&B singer and
songwriter.
She surprised the crowd by
bringing out Coachella 2017
headliner
Kendrick
Lamar.

Day one's headliner was The
Weeknd, who gave an emotional
performance, singing from his
newly released album "My Dear
Melancholy."
Day two was dominated by
the performance of headliner
Beyonce, turning Weekend One
into "Beychella" and giving a
historic performance. "Thank you
for allowing me to be the first black
woman to headline Coachella,"
Beyonce said. Beyonce's two-hour
set opened with her surrounded
by a pyramid of backup dancers
dressed
in
military-themed
costumes. Queen B was joined on
stage by her husband, Jay-Z, but if
that wasn't enough she wowed the
crowd even more with a reunion of
Destiny's Child, bringing out Kelly
Rowland and Michelle Williams.
Sophomore
Kai
Harper
attended the festival for a second
time.
"My best moment at Coachella
was seeing the silhouette of three
women at Beyonce's set and
realizing that it was a Destiny's
Child reunion," Harper said.

Coachella grounds featured the Etherea art installation by Edorado Tresoldi
Photo courtesy of Mary Pat Abruzzo

Beyonce giving a historic performance.
Photo courtesy of Mary Pat Abruzzo

Mary Pat Abruzzo
Contributor
Young adults covered in body
glitter and an excessive amount of
accessories flocked to the festival
grounds for Coachella Weekend
One, including some University of
San Diego students.
Coachella 2018 was filled with
the expected celebrity sightings,
trendy food, and festival fashion,
but it exceeded expectations of
musical performances.
The
lineup
consisted
of
headliners The Weeknd, Beyonce,
and Eminem. It also contained
a wide variety of artists from
different genres. There was a
little bit for every music fan, with
performances by Cardi B, Odesza,
and Vance Joy.
On day one the crowd was
fresh and energetic, roaming
around the iconic ferris wheel of
Coachella, stopping every now
and then for an insta-worthy
picture. It was sophomore Megan
Tchejeyan first time attending

To top it all off Beyonce's sister,
Solange, also joined her to dance
the night away on stage. Although
Beyonce famously canceled her
performance last year due to her
pregnancy with twins, it was well
worth the wait.
The crowd was still in shock
from
Beyonce's
performance
going into day three, but arrived
to the festival ready to soak up the
desert sun on the final day.
The Mojave Stage held Amine,
who performed his famous hit
"Caroline." Festivalgoers ran to
the Coachella Stage to see Cardi
B's set which was filled with
special guests including Chance
the Rapper, G-Eazy, 21 Savage,
and Kehlani. Next was Odesza,
an electronic duo, who put on a
spectacular musical and visual
performance.
Sophomore Tyler Lard was also
attending the festival for a second
time. Odesza along with Beyonce
were his favorite performances.
"Odesza incorporated things
into their set that I had never
seen," Yard said. "Pictures couldn't

Photo courtesy of Mary Pat Abruzzo

do it justice, you had to be in the
moment."
Odesza used a combination of
visuals and lights coordinated with
their music and live drum lines to
create an EDM show like no other.
To take it to the next level, Odesza
lit up the desert sky with drones.
The last performance was from
day three headliner Eminem. He
ended the festival with a bang,
bringing out Skylar Gray, Dr. Dre,
and 50 Cent.
As the festival came to an end,
Yard reflected on why people
attend Coachella.
"Coachella is an escape," Yard
said. "For a weekend everyone
just has fun and a positive light
to them. They are there to listen
to music and make friends. I can't
wait to go again."
Some USD students may be
packing their bags for Weekend
Two, while country music fans may
be preparing for Stagecoach.
If Toreros didn't snag a ticket
for this year's festival season, they
can look forward to Coachella
2019 as it is the 20th anniversary.

Spectra, a seven-story art insulation that gave 360 degree views of the festival grounds.
Photo courtesy of Mary Pat Abruzzo
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San Diego hiking 101
A guide to some of the best local hiking trails around San Diego
With the weather warming up, Toreros are spending more time outside. With summer just around the corner, it's
the perfect time to explore the outdoors. Here are a few the local hiking spots surrounding the San Diego area.
By John McNicholas, Contributor
Cowles Mountain
Santee

Los Pehasquitos
Carmel Valley

Photo courtesy of City of San Diego website

Photo courtesy of San Diego County Parks and Recreation website

Located about 25 minutes from USD's campus, Los Penasquitos trail is a rela
tively easy trail for Toreros to visit. The trail is located in a large canyon between
Mira Mesa and Carmel Valley. It follows the path of the meandering Penasquitos
Creek with a variety of shrubs and foliage. Small wild animals such as birds and
squirrels can often be found along this trail. The trail is a seven-mile loop, but
is mostly flat and an intermediate trail for Toreros looking to build their hiking
skills. Los Pehasquitos is also a good place for beginning mountain bikers to
learn the sport. One of the main highlights is that dogs with a leash are allowed.
A great time to visit is right after it rains, so hikers can enjoy a running
creek and look for wildlife in ponds along the creek bed. The trail also fea
tures a few waterfalls for hikers to enjoy year round. Los Pehasquitos is a great
place to experience what San Diego has to offer beyond its beautiful coastline.

Cowles Mountain trail is about 25 minutes east from USD's campus. Located in
Santee, Cowles Mountain trail leads hikers to the highest point in San Diego. For this
very reason, it attracts thrill seekers from all over San Diego County and Southern
California. The trail is three miles long roundtrip and has an elevation gain of 912 feet
from start to finish. The hour long hike provides a great view of the San Diego county.
Views at the top of this trail are some of the best in San Diego and include downtown
San Diego, the Pacific Ocean, Mexico, North San Diego, and Orange County. A variety
of wildflowers can be found along the trail and on a least dogs are allowed on the trail.
The
trail
is
steep
and
is
recommended
for
more
experienced
hikers due to the challenging inclines it provides. The trail's popular
ity can make it very crowded on weekends. Cowles Mountain is a great
way for Toreros looking for an outdoor adventure to challenge themselves.

Del Mar Bluffs

Torrey Pines State Park
La Jolla

Photo courtesy of John McNicholas

Photo courtesy of John McNicholas

Towering 300 feet above the Pacific on striking sandstone bluffs, Torrey Pines
State Natural Reserve is the crown jewel of the gem of San Diego — La Jolla. Torrey
Pines State Natural Reserve is located directly north of the La Jolla Shores and south
of Del Mar, about 25 minutes from USD. Because the reserve is home of the rare
Torrey pine, only found in this region of the world, hiking Torrey Pines can be an
experience like no other. The Natural Reserve consists of six separate trails that run
along the bluffs and to the beach. The Sagion trail runs from La Jolla Farms Road to
Black's Beach and follows the path of a natural creek to the ocean. A steep descent
begins the trail at the top and runs through eroded and carved rock formations.
Many caves can be found along the trail for hikers to enjoy and explore. An
other highlight of this trail is the water-carved pathways that are used to access
the beach. After thousands of years of erosion by water, the rocks have been carved
into smooth and winding pathways. Along the trail is a single wooden plank that
bridges a small canyon. Crossing this wooden plank adds to the overall thrill and
excitement of this trail. One of the main highlights is the beautiful beach and wa
terfall at the end. Water slowly cascades off the moss-covered bluff into a sparkling
stream that leads directly to the ocean. Many small ponds and smaller waterfalls
can also be found at the beach end of the trail. Hikers descend the final steep
cliff while holding onto a rope that leads to the beach. Upon exiting the trail at
the beach, hikers are greeted by a striking view of the towering bluffs above the
water and downcoast views of La Jolla shores, Scripps Pier, and La Jolla Peninsula.
Another unique aspect of the beach is the towering bluffs above the water, devoid
of all development and human activity, provide a unique feel that is reminiscent of
the early 1900s in California, prior to mass development of the coastal areas. Torrey
Pines is among the best places to experience the natural beauty of San Diego.

Located along the southern coastline of Del Mar and directly north ofTorrey Pines is the
Del Mar Bluffs hiking trail.The trail begins atthe southern city limit and rolls along the bluff
all the way into Del Mar's downtown area. Access to the trail is easy as parking can be found
along any of the neighborhood streets leading up to the bluff. The bluff itself is so close
only about 60 feet high and has many pathways for hikers to climb down and make a stop
atthe beautiful beach below. ForToreros just beginning to hike, this is a great starter trail.
Thetrailrunsfor about one and a half miles in each direction and is three miles roundtrip.
It is mostly flat for its entire duration and offers beautiful views of the crashing waves
below and sandstone formations along the bluff. Along this trail hikers can find a variety
of wildflowers and coastal brush. The entire coastline of North San Diego from La Jolla to
Oceansidecan be seen from this trail. One thing to keep in mind at Del Mar Bluffs is that the
train tracks are in close proximity and have to be crossed to access the trail. Hikers should
be awareof incoming trains at alltimes.Thecombinationofthe beautiful beach belowand
sweeping coastline views from the trail make Del Mar Bluffs a memorable place to hike.

Other popular hiking trails:
Cuyamaca Peak Mount Woodson Trail i Iron Mountain Trail
Cuyamaca
Rancho State Park

Poway, CA

Poway, CA
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Toreros cruise to win over Waves
USD earns a decisive 4-0 conference victory against Pepperdine University
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First-year August Holmgren (right) and sophomore Joel Gamerov (left) compete in their doubles match last Thursday on their way to a 6-3 win. As a pair, they are ranked no. 73 in the nation.
Cyrus Lange/The USD Vista

Anderson Haigier
Sports Editor
Each season, the University of
San Diego men's tennis team looks
forward to playing Pepperdine
University. With both the USD
and Pepperdine programs being
perennial contenders in the
West Coast Conference (WCC),
a healthy rivalry has developed
between the two schools. Last
Thursday, the Toreros took on the
Waves in a matchup that had more
implications for the Toreros than a
simple rivalry between two teams,.
Heading into their matchup
against Pepperdine, USD was
sitting in second place in the WCC
with a 5-1 (12-7 overall) conference
record. With Loyola Marymount
University looming ahead of
them both in the schedule and
in the standings, USD needed a
win against the Waves to keep
alive their hopes of leapfrogging
the Lions in the standings.
On a sunny afternoon at the
Skip and Cindy Hogan Tennis
Center at USD, the Toreros cruised

to a 4-0 victory against the Waves
in their second-to-last home
competition of the 2018 season.
USD's number one doubles
team, composed of first-year
August Holmgren and sophomore
Joel Gamerov, came into the
match ranked no. 73 in the country
as a pair. Their performance did
not disappoint. The pair defeated
Pepperdine's Lautaro Pane and
Dane Esses with relative ease,
prevailing by a final score of
6-3 as they gave USD an early
lead. Holmgren spoke about his
performance in the doubles match.
"I honestly felt a little tired
coming into the match," Holmgren
said. "But I tried to force the
energy, so I kind of faked my way
into the zone. It always helps to
get that doubles point. It creates
a lot of good momentum from
the get-go, so that was nice. It's
really fun to get to play with Joel.
I kinda just stay at the baseline
and smack forehands, and then
he can* just do whatever he
wants at the net, so it's a really
good setup for our matchup with
me and him working together."

USD
men's
tennis
head
coach
Ryan
Keckley
said
he
liked
Holmgren
and
Gamerov's
performance
in
their
doubles
match.
"We've talked a lot about
bringing forth the energy early
on," Keckley said. "And just
having a presence, especially in
the doubles point," Keckley said.
"You can knock some teams offbalance, just with that mentality,
and I thought they did a great job
of that. We talked a lot about just
when an opponent's down making
sure you step on them and not let
them back up for air. I think August
and Joel have had a great season."
In what has been a productive
rookie campaign for Holmgren,
Keckley stated that he has been
impressed
with
Holmgren's
efforts as a whole this season.
"You know, August came in
and he was a very green doubles
player," Keckley said. "And this is a
guy who works incredibly hard in
all aspects of his game — mentally,
physically, emotionally. And you're
seeing a direct result of a kid
who just works himself to death."

August Holmgren leads his team with a 20-7 overall record this season.
Cyrus Lange/The USD Vista

In the Toreros' other doubles
match, Nico Borter and Pratt
Keerasuntonpong
also
got
things done, winning a 6-1
decision at the number two spot.
USD enjoyed success in their
singles points as well. Joel Gamerov
and first-year David Norfelt won
their matches in straight sets
before redshirt senior Alexandras
Araouzos finished things off for
the Toreros with a 6-0, 7-6 decision
out of the number six spot.
Gamerov stated that his
success with Holmgren in the

calendar, you look forward to it, you
talk about it, and you expect that
it's gonna be emotionally charged,
and that's what it was today.
Anytime you can get a win over
the Waves, it means something.
The guys were fired up; they were
excited. And they should be."
Joel Gamerov shared his
thoughts on his team's win.
"It's
always
good
to
win
against
Pepperdine;
it's
special,"
Gamerov
said.
As the WCC tournament
approaches with the Toreros

"This is always one of those matches where you
circle it on the calendar, you look forward to it,
and you expect that it's gonna be emotionally
charged, and that's what it was today."
-Coach Ryan Keckley
doubles point helped him get off
to a better start in his singles point.
Keckley
explained
that
Araouzos
has
been
an
asset
to
the
Toreros.
"Araouzos was at the six spot
today, and he's been moving back
and forth through five and six,"
Keckley said. "Funny thing is, Alex
was a little superstitious about
playing in that six spot because
he hasn't been as successful in
that spot as the five. But, he's been
a leader, through and through.
Moose, his nickname is 'Moose,'
he's been a great captain for
this team thus far, and he's really
worked at his doubles and his
singles and a couple areas to really
be who he wants to be on the
tennis court. We've always said for
Moose that lot of it is between the
ears. And when he's emotionally
under control, and invested, he's a
huge positive force for this team."
After the Toreros' win, Keckley
said that a win over Pepperdine
means a lot to him and his team.
"This is probably the strongest
rivalry in the conference, USD
versus
Pepperdine,"
Keckley
said. "This is always one of those
matches where you circle it on the

currently sitting at first place in
the conference, Keckley shared his
team's mindset moving forward.
"We've continued to talk about
just taking it a match at a time,"
Keckley said. "This whole season
has been a process, especially
when you have such youth on your
roster. Seven of our nine players
are freshman and sophomores. So
every match is a good opportunity
for them to learn for the future
and look to the next match in
order to gain some clarity on
how to be successful not only
as an individual but as a team."
He
also
mentioned
his
teams'
chemistry.
"So, we've just been talking
about the process non-stop, and
the guys buy into it. We have a
great group of guys who all enjoy
each other's company and work
hard on the tennis court, and
they're tennis players — that's big."
The
Toreros,
who
are
defending WCC champions, have
two road matchups against the
University of the Pacific and
Saint Mary's College before the
WCC Championship begins on
April 26 at the Biszantz Family
Tennis Center in Claremont, Calif.
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Baseball wins a wild one late
Despite seven errors in the game, the Toreros plate five in the eighth for a comeback victory

Anderson Haigler
Sports Editor
Baseball teams don't often
win
games in
which
they
commit several errors. Defensive
miscues, lamented by players and
detested by coaches, can shift the
outcome of tight games, and are
frequently the difference between
victory and defeat between
otherwise evenly matched teams.
Last Friday night, the Toreros
committed seven of them, an
uncharacteristic season high. In a
matchup against the Saint Mary's
College Gaels, who featured an
identical West Coast Conference
(WCC) record as the University of
San Diego at the time, it appeared
that those errors would come
back to bite the Toreros as the
game went on. USD, however,
refused to let their own-defensive
mistakes be the determining
factor in the series opener.
A late-game rally saw the
Toreros storm back from a fiverun deficit in the eighth inning to
take a 9-8 lead over the Gaels, as
USD attempted to do justice to
a sharp Start on the mound from
junior Paul Richan. An inning
later, they won by the same
margin, earning a gritty comeback
victory that embodied the sense
of resilience and persistence the
Toreros have emphasized all year.
The game began with Saint
Mary's getting on the board first
— a pair of errors by the Toreros
led to an early 1-0 lead for the
Gaels in the top of the opening
frame. USD, however, quickly
answered with runs of their own.
Leadoff man Tora Otsuka got
things started with a hard linedrive single that appeared to hit
Gaels pitcher Nick Frank in the
leg. Immediately after, first-year
first baseman Shane McGuire
sent another ball up the middle
for a single, this time missing
Frank. Junior third baseman Brhet
Bewley bounced the Toreros'
third hit of the game past the
third baseman, and the Toreros
had evened the score at one.
In the opening frame of the
game, however, USD did not stop
there. A balk, followed by double,
from senior Daniel Gardner, gave
both the Toreros and starter
Richan a 3-1 lead to work with
after just one inning of play.
Following a sloppy first inning
defensively, USD seemed to settle
in. With a crisp fastball that is
reported to sit in the low 90s

*
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Third baseman Bhret Bewley receives a high-five from one of his teammates upon returning to the Torero dugout. Bewley went 1-3 with two RBIs in the game.
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen

(MPH) complemented by effective
off-speed offerings, Richan struck
out two of three batters in the top
of the second, then proceeded
to strike out the side in the third.
The fourth inning, though,
saw defensive blunders cost the
Toreros yet again. With nobody out
in the top of the fourth, a soft pop
up carrying a lot of spin appeared
to hit the palm of Shane McGuire's
glove before bouncing loose
as he ranged into foul territory,
allowing Gaels right fielder Matt
Green another chance in the
batter's box. He promptly singled.
Another single from second
baseman Edward Haus then put
two Gaels aboard. A wild pitch from
Richan advanced them into scoring
position, and both would come
around to score a few pitches later
on an errant back-pick attempt to
third base by junior catcher Jay
Schuyler. By the end of the top of
the fourth inning, the score was
tied yet again, this time at three.
Despite the errors occurring
around him, Richan continued
to be effective against Saint
Mary's hitters. He would end
his outing with 6 2/3 innings

Junior Paul Richan started the game for USD and surrendered just one earned run.
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen

pitched, scattering six hits across
those frames, and surrendered
just one earned run on the night.
Head coach Rich Hill spoke about
Richan's Friday night performance.
"I think (Richan) was sharp at
times," Hill said. "He just has that
ability to kinda dial it up a notch
sometimes. When he's (pitching)
down, and it's breaking sharp, he
looks like a big league pitcher."
Richan
described
how
he
felt
during
his
start.
"I felt good," Richan said.
"I still felt like I was a little wild
— my accuracy could've been
a little bit better, but it was
a step in the right direction."
Following two quick outs
in the seventh, though, Richan
surrendered a double to left
fielder Brett Rasso, bringing his
pitch count to 106 on the night,
enough for Hill to make a move to
the bullpen for junior left-hander
Anthony Donatella. Though the
runner on second was not of his
own creation, Donatella quickly
continued the Toreros' seemingly
year-long trend of giving up runs
late in the game. He surrendered
another double to catcher Jackson
Thoreson, scoring Rasso, and giving
the Gaels their second lead of the
game by a score of 6-3. Donatella
soon gave way to first-year righty
Gabriel Ponce, and by the end of
the eighth, the Toreros faced an
8-4 deficit following a myriad of
hits allowed and errors committed.
Hill stated that his team's lapses
on defense, while uncharacteristic
of his players, were a factor
in how the game unfolded.
"(The
errors)
absolutely
factored into the score, I think,"
Hill said. "We came into the series
leading the WCC in defense, and
we haven't done that all year. You
know, the Shane McGuire thing,
Brhet Bewley, those are kinda
aberration type of errors. Those
are all kind of freak kind of things."
In the bottom of the eighth,
things began to shift USD's way. A
single from Tora Otsuka started a
Torero rally yet again, and the firstyear outfielder was quickly joined
by teammates Shane McGuire and

Jay Schuyler on the base paths
as the Gaels' pitching walked the
bases loaded with no outs. Yet
another walk plated Otsuka. A
sacrifice lineout to center from
designated hitter Kevin Collard
scored
Shane
McGuire,
and
the once-robust Saint Mary's
lead was quickly cut in half.
As the Gaels' lead narrowed in
the bottom of the eighth, tensions
began to rise in Fowler Park.
Bolstered by an angry contingent
of Gaels fans, Saint Mary's head
coach Eric Valenzuela received
a warning for arguing balls and
strikes from home plate umpire
Scott Letendre. The Torero bench
received a dugout warning for
what appeared to be too much
rowdiness. And still, USD continued
to
mount
their
comeback.
A pair of singles from senior
outfielder Daniel Gardner and
junior shortstop Jeff Houghtby
brought the Toreros to within one
run, and with one out, and a close
game in the eighth, Hill elected to
go with a pinch hitter in place of
left fielder Connor Doyle following
Houghtby's single. As the game
hung in the balance, Hill settled
on sophomore Dante Gutierrez.
Gutierrez, who has had just
15 at bats this season, rose to the
occasion. He poked a ground ball
single through the left side of
the infield, and gave his team a
9-8 lead, capping a hard-fought,
late game rally for the Toreros.
Gutierrez spoke about his at-bat,
as well as his mindset before he
stepped into the batter's box.
"I always prepare myself like
I'm gonna pinch-hit," Gutierrez
said. "I know that Coach Hill has
specified me as a pinch hitter,
and he was like, 'That's your role
this year,' so I'm always prepared
and looking for my opportunity.
I knew (the Saint Mary's pitcher)
had a good sinker that I missed. I
was just hoping that he'd put the
ball a little higher, and I guess he
did, 'cause I put the bat on the ball
and it just went through the hole."
Gutierrez stated that his hit in
theeighthwasthemostmemorable
personal performance he has

experienced in a Torero uniform.
"It's
indescribable,
a
moment like that," Gutierrez
said. "Coming back from being
down four runs, it was awesome."
Hillsaidthathewasappreciative
of
Gutierrez's
performance.
"Guys like that I just pull for,"Hill
$aid. "It's awesome because they
haven't been able to contribute
like they want to, yet they come
to practice every day, they get
in the weight room every day,
they inspire and encourage their
teammates, and when it's their turn
to help us win, they do it. Tonight,
he just put a good at-bat together."
Hill also said that he liked
his team's energy in the dugout
during
their
five-run
rally.
"The last couple days-we all
kinda re-committed ourselves to
being positive after every pitch,"
Hill said."And the dugout had great
energy, and we just believed we
were gonna win the whole time."
After the Toreros' big eighth
•inning, they looked to redshirt
first-year pitcher Travis Kuhn to
close things out. He did so on 13
pitches, earning the save, as well
as a 9-8 conference win for USD.
According to Hill, a large
comeback - victory
like
the
Toreros had on Friday can have
a positive effect on a team's
morale.
He
described
what
the win meant to his team.
"Those types of games can
change your season," Hill said
"Because now, we believe that
we're never out of a game, no
matter what. You can always
mount some type of rally. It's
tremendous for your confidence."
The
Toreros
return
to
Fowler Park on Friday, May 4 at
6- p.m. for a conference series
against
Gonzaga
University.

UP NEXT:
USD vs. Gonzaga
Friday, May 4
6 p.m.
Fowler Park

